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Abstract. We present rISk-arounD, an enterprise-wide framework for modeling
risks and workarounds in conformity with ISO 9001. The mode of inquiry is the
canonical action research (CAR), conducted in a metalworking company. Our
contribution suggests that (1) risks and workarounds should be jointly considered
to model uncertainty in organizations, (2) participative enterprise modeling can
assist process improvement and regulatory compliance, and (3) it is also necessary
to address informal “shadow” practices in enterprise models. Moreover, we
discuss how to adopt CAR to promote a culture of participative enterprise
modeling. This framework can help organizations in their transition to the new
2015 version of ISO 9001, which endorses process oriented approaches and risk-
based thinking as top priorities.
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1 Introduction

“Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far one can go”
(T. S. Eliot, Preface to Transit of Venus: Poems by Harry Crosby, 1931). In organ‐
izational practice, people can be tempted to work around the official procedures
basing their decision on a risk-benefit analysis [1, 2]. When it happens, a breach
occurs between the “formal” modeled system and the reality, which may hoist other,
unforeseen risks. Therefore, managing uncertainty is a major concern of organiza‐
tions and we argue that it can be addressed with participative enterprise modeling [3].
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ISO 9001 is a worldwide standard to implement a quality management system [4]. Its
revised version is expected to be published by the end of 2015 and one of its major changes
is the inclusion of risk-based thinking [5]. ISO 9001 suggests a process approach and
documented information to ensure process visibility, problem prevention, and system
auditability [4]. The lack of adherence between the designed processes and the run-time
processes is a frequent cause of nonconformity in quality audits, requiring measures to
guarantee compliance by reducing process friction [6]. Risk-based thinking involves antic‐
ipation of undesired events that affect reality and its models of expected behavior [7], ulti‐
mately raising improvement opportunities [8].

The importance of risk management is growing and there are several reasons to
explain the fact, for example (1) regulatory pressure; (2) customer requirements;
(3) public image; and (4) management attitudes, that are becoming more profes‐
sional to integrate risks in their strategies and operations. Moreover, risk is a key
topic in the research agenda of information systems (IS), business process manage‐
ment (BPM), and enterprise modeling [8–10]. Risks are entangled in BPM [9],
however, “there is still a lack of research which investigates the management of risks
during process execution, the exploitation of post-execution data for the purpose of
risk analysis and the enablement of an integrated formal reasoning of risks in
process models” [10].

Workarounds are alternative procedures to the official process, which can result from
a mismatch between people expectations and actual practice [11], receiving increased
attention in IS [1, 2, 12]. According to [2], organizational employees utilize workarounds
in business processes according to a risk-benefit analysis, being perceived as process
improvements if the efficiency gains outweigh the exposure resulting from process
violation. A recent study presented by [12] addresses the informal, unexpected, and
undesired workarounds that the users of a multinational company had put in place. The
authors suggest that canonical action research (CAR) is an appropriate approach to deal
with the problem [12].

The literature about risks and workarounds is vast [8] and the two concepts are
interrelated [2], however, they are typically studied independently [1, 8]. There is a lack
of models built specifically for small and medium enterprises (SMEs), which often adopt
rudimentary risk management practices and lack a risk-aware culture [13–15]. More‐
over, there is a shortcoming of practical cases and insufficient research in run-time risk
management [10], which can be affected by changes that process participants decide to
perform to the formal process model. These open issues led us to set the goal of devel‐
oping a guiding framework to deal with risks and workarounds [4, 5], fostering risk-
based thinking in the scope of ISO 9001.

We organized the remainder of the paper as follows. Section 2 presents the literature
review. Next, we present the research approach, that is the canonical action research
[16]. Section 4 details our CAR cycle in a metalworking SME. In Sect. 5, we discuss
the results according to the principles suggested by [17] to ensure rigor and relevance
in CAR. Finally, we present the conclusions, the study limitations, and the opportunities
for future research.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Risks and Workarounds

A definition for risk includes (1) a probability that the actual outcome of an event will
differ from the expected outcome and (2) the impact associated with that outcome [18].
Kaplan [19] suggests a three-level hierarchy of risks. Level 3 is the most detailed and
consists of the operational and compliance risks [20] that emerge from business
processes (e.g., information security and privacy, regulatory issues). According to [19],
level 3 risks are more predictable and related to standard operation procedures. Level 2
includes strategy risks; for example, environmental, customer relations, human
resources, and IT related risks [19]. At level 1 are the global enterprise risks that may
occur due to most improbable events, usually called “black swan”, which reveal the
most adverse consequences for the firm’s survival [19]. They should also be tackled by
managers, for example with scenario planning and meetings [19]. Alternatively, the risk
model proposed by [21] separates the IS, recognizing (level 1) the organization; (level
2) the mission and business processes; and (level 3) the IS. Although the literature offers
contributions for process oriented risk models [9, 13, 22], an enterprise-wide risk frame‐
work must consider distinct layers, for example the strategic and the cultural [19], at all
levels of the organization [13]. Consideration for compliance risks and operational risks
should be integrated during the design-time and at run-time of business processes [20].
Dealing with both types of risks involves the definition of objectives, business rules, and
internal controls [19]. What if the process is not followed as designed?

Workarounds can be seen as a change or deviation from an existing (formal) work
system to overcome the problems that are preventing the achievement of the desired
goals [1]. In IS, workarounds may take place as a discrepancy between the information
technologies (IT) expectations and the actual practices [11], resulting in the creation of
alternative ones and “shadow applications” [23] by the users. On the one hand, work‐
arounds may be used to solve misfits, deficiencies, or identifying opportunities to
improve the IS [12]. On the other hand, workarounds may create difficulties for IS
adoption, leading to redundancies in data and applications [23], potential nonconformity
with policies, inefficiencies or hazards [1], becoming a source of emergent risks or an
amplification of the initial risks. The IS may even be seen as “‘scapegoats’, as managers
can blame the IS for not preventing workarounds” [24].

The studies presented by [1, 25] identify workarounds that are sporadic and disap‐
pear, while others can persist over time and become the standardized formal practice.
In the latter case, people consider the alternative practice more appropriate for their
needs, learn with the experience, and produce a change. The breach between formal
practices supported by IT and real practices may increase, requiring a timely identifi‐
cation of these cases and the redesign of the IS. According to [26], workarounds should
not be confused with errors and mistakes. In fact, workarounds depend on the organi‐
zational culture [27] and in the existence of open discussions that are able to exploit
their potential for process improvement [26]. Although some models point to the need
of identifying process configurations that minimize risks [9], they do not consider the
full potential of workarounds for risk identification.
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2.2 Risks and Workarounds in Enterprise Modeling

Enterprise modeling is “an activity where an integrated and negotiated model describing
different aspects of the enterprise is created” [28], comprising sub-models that can focus
on different dimensions, for example, people, processes, and IT. The objective of enter‐
prise modeling is to develop a business or to ensure its quality [28], for example, for
strategy development, business process (re-)redesign, procedure communication, and
IS requirements identification, ensuring that the model fits reality [3]. Enterprise models
deal with two types of uncertainty: “One uncertainty is in the values of key parameters,
which are uncertain because of a lack of knowledge and a natural variability. The second
uncertainty is in the structure of the model itself. Model uncertainty relates to whether
the structure of the model fundamentally represents the system or decision of
interest” [29].

Information systems include different interrelated dimensions, namely the context,
people, process, IT, and information/data [30, 31]. Therefore, IS modeling is a complex
endeavor that tries to simplify various aspects of reality, integrating social and technical
aspects [32]. Risks and workarounds are two important parts of the organizational prac‐
tice that affect the IS. As we recognize the important contributions that addressed each
of these parts separately [1, 2, 8, 9, 12], we argue for the opportunity to achieve synergies
in their combination.

Risk modeling has been studied in the context of SMEs, for example by [33] for ERP
implementation. According to [33], risks must be modeled according to the different
lifecycle phases of the project. Other authors studied risk management in the lifecycle
of BPM from design to post-execution; for example [10], arguing that “most approaches
[for design-time phase] do not provide principles or guidance to support risk-informed
business process models” [10]. A model of IS risk was proposed by [8], considering
the facets: (1) goals and expectations; (2) risk factors and other sources of uncertainty;
(3) the operation of the work system whose risks are being managed; (4) the risk
management (contingency management) effort; (5) the possible outcomes and their
probabilities; (6) the impacts on other systems; and (7) the resulting financial gains or
losses. In [34] a framework is presented for analyzing incident management systems,
providing guidance for IS risk assessment factors in critical systems.

Workaround modeling has been addressed, for example, by [35], who compared the
formal processes and the workarounds, including the dimensions of (1) motivation;
(2) constraints; and (3) consequences. The Workaround Process Model and Notation
(WPMN) is a solution proposed by [2] to combine workarounds in business process
models. The model contains different constructs for the representation of workarounds,
context analysis (risk-benefit, situational factors, business rules), and the workaround
impact. WPMN has potential synergies with compliance and risk model proposals, for
example [9, 22]. Nevertheless, we could not find in the literature an enterprise-wide
framework with the purpose of integrating risks and workarounds, not restricted to the
process level, addressing the different lifecycle phases of risk-based thinking.

Processes are only one of the dimensions of the IS and there is a need to consider a
strategic dimension in risk approaches [19], as presented by [36] in the scope of IT risks.
Moreover, there are problems in current business process models in what regards
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capturing all the information that is required to audit risks [37]. Similarly, dealing with
workarounds requires understanding people motivation, risk analysis, the consequences
for other process activities, and the context involved [2]. We acknowledge the integra‐
tion of risks and workarounds in the work presented by [2], however, the authors do not
address risks that emerge from the informal workflows. To overcome these difficulties,
the study conducted by [12] selected activity theory as the focal theory for their research,
characterized as a cross-disciplinary framework for analyzing forms of human practice.

3 Research Approach

We considered Action Research [16] and Design Science Research [38] as two suitable
approaches, because both allow the design of a new artifact or solution and to test it in
practice. Action research is an approach that simultaneously aims at improving a prob‐
lematic situation in the target organization and contribute to the body of scientific
knowledge [16, 17]. Since our work aimed at solving concrete organizational issues in
a client setting [16], we considered that it was more aligned with the dual goal of action
research.

There are multiple forms of action research [39], usually represented in a cyclic
combination of phases. We followed one of the most used and well documented forms
that is the canonical action research (CAR), characterized by five phases of Diagnosing,
Action planning, Action taking, Evaluating, and Specifying learning [16].

Rigorous action research is seen as one of the solutions to improve the relevance of
IS, by solving real world problems [40]. To ensure rigor and validity, there are five
principles that we must consider in CAR [17]: Principle of the Researcher–Client
Agreement; Principle of the Cyclical Process Model; Principle of Theory; Principle of
Change through Action; and Principle of Learning through Reflection. The next section
describes the findings of our CAR cycle. Afterwards, we discuss those results according
to each of the five principles above, adopting the structure selected by [12] for the
discussion of their CAR project.

4 Framework Development

“Thinking is easy, acting is difficult, and to put one’s thoughts into action is the most
difficult thing in the world” (Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe).

4.1 Client-system Infrastructure

Our client is a small metalworking company founded in 1947. Its activity is conducted
in the fields of mechanical engineering and industrial maintenance. Its market is mostly
local, with the majority of their customers within a 100 km range. Quality is a priority
to the company. ISO 9001 [4] certification is seen as a competitive advantage that
distinguishes them from low cost players in the sector. Moreover, they have demanding
customers regarding compliance to environmental and safety risks. The lack of resources
that characterize SMEs [15] is a reality in our setting. However, the adoption of an
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enterprise-wide risk modeling is not an option; it is vital for the conformity to standards
[5] and for the company survival.

4.2 Diagnosing the Setting

The CAR diagnosis started with semi-structured interviews [41] involving the top
manager, the chief financial officer, and the quality manager. We also used data gathering
techniques of document collection and observation [41] to understand the organizational
processes and the current risk management practices.

According to the quality manager “a customized industrial IS is critical for our
company’s future and to comply with our audits”. The top manager considered that
flexibility and informality were competitive advantages; nevertheless, they also bear a
higher possibility of nonconformity with the strategy and with formal practices. There
were other concerns, namely (1) the lack of human resources, requiring that any meth‐
odologies be lightweight; (2) the need to redesign business processes and the underlying
IT; and (3) the barriers for change that were constantly raised by the older staff. The
company managers had no experience with enterprise modeling methods and tools.
Their processes were designed and described in semi-structured word processor docu‐
ments, which is usual in ISO 9001 certified SMEs.

We also conducted a literature review during this Diagnosing stage. Each publication
was coded using the Mendeley free reference management tool and discussed with the
company managers. It was during the discussion and the comparison with practice that
workarounds emerged. One of the company’s problems were the misalignments
between: (1) formal processes (quality procedures) and actual practice; (2) IT and
process support (high volume of paper and disconnected support spreadsheets);
(3) market demands and staff competences (most of them were in the company since its
foundation and have low IT competences and a high resistance to change); (4) regula‐
tions and business processes; and (5) insufficient information quality for decision-
making needs. According to the company managers, frequent workarounds multiplied
the risks and potential nonconformity in quality audits.

Our comprehensive joint diagnosis provided the foundations to our action plan,
presented in the next section.

4.3 Planning our CAR Action

We prepared an overall action plan with two main objectives. First, it was necessary to
identify the main dimensions to address in risks and workarounds (agreed by their
stakeholders), and provide support for communication and learning in the organization
[42]. Although workarounds have been studied regarding IT and business processes
[1, 12, 43], it is possible to workaround other dimensions of an IS, including organiza‐
tional hierarchies (people), company policies and regulations that shape its context, or
required information/data of a given system. Our model should be multidimensional.
Second, we had the purpose of assisting SMEs in the ISO 9001 transition to the new
2015 version. Therefore, ISO 9001 principles and suggested approaches, for example
the PDCA [4], should be a part of our proposal. It was also our intention to make the
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framework and related models suitable for audits, because they are frequent in ISO 9001-
based quality management systems. Our solution required artifacts and routines
[30, 44] to assist practitioners in its adoption. Moreover, we wanted to apply participative
enterprise modeling in our action, not merely to model systems but to design the under‐
lying framework itself.

Our overall plan for this CAR cycle is inspired in the ISO2 [45] approach, originally
proposed for the joint development of IS and ISO 9001-based quality management
systems. First, we conducted a literature review to create (1) a frame of reference about
the problem domain. Then, we (2) diagnosed organizational practice to identify the
company policies, initial risks, and potential workarounds. Next, we (3) defined the
framework vision, followed by (4) its main components and the dynamic of the model
for the purpose of creating change. The sequent step involved the (5) sourcing of tools
such as risk matrices, process models and related procedures, and IT adaptations. After‐
wards, it was time for (6) adoption in practice to respond to risks and workarounds.
Finally, we (7) studied the changes that occurred with the introduction of the new
framework and opportunities for future work.

The organization did not intend to buy an IT modeling platform and the mere
description of risks would be a disappointment for the managers expectation. Our plan
was to foster a culture of participative enterprise modeling [3, 27] in the organization,
as a basis for risk-based thinking required by ISO 9001:2015 revision.

4.4 Action Taking: Proposing and Testing the rISk-arounD Framework

Figure 1 presents the framework that we built to deal with risks and workarounds. We
named it the rISk-arounD framework.

The enclosing dashed line represents the dynamic of risk-based thinking in ISO 9001.
Based on the sources of uncertainty (e.g., events, variability, mishaps) and certainty
(e.g., quality principles, strategy, formal process maps) that are represented on the left
of the model, the organization must identify the risks at three distinct levels (on the top
of the figure), evaluate their local and broader impacts, including risks and opportunities
to change (on the right), and respond with the focus on improvement (on the bottom).
The internal part represents the aspects that must be addressed for dealing with risks and
workarounds in IS [2, 6]. A workaround can be based in a risk-benefit evaluation [2]
emerging from an existing friction in the business process [6]. Modeling must address
five interrelated dimensions of (1) Context, (2) People, (3) Process, (4) IT, and
(5) Information/data [30]. The dark circles specify the main literature references for each
component of the framework. Table 1 presents practical examples of certainty/uncer‐
tainty models that can be used for each dimension.

Table 1 presents examples of models for the “formal” organization in the second
column. Conversely, the rightmost column presents models of uncertainty (by risks/
workarounds) that may influence the organizational goals. The examples were created,
during our CAR cycle, in different formats including matrices (for black swan and risks
affecting quality principles), organizational charts (e.g., alternative circuits of the official
organigram), and process maps.
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Table 1. Examples of certainty/uncertainty models for each dimension.

Dimension Models for certainty Models for uncertainty

Context The principles that the
organization states in its
quality policy;

“Black swan” list;

People The company organigram;
Functions;

Informal power structures; Informal
leaders; Individual goals;

Process Process models representing
activities, roles, business
rules,…;

Workarounds to improve efficiency;
Misfit between “static” process
maps and the dynamic of real
practice;

IT The “official” IT portfolio, for
example, an ERP;

The “unofficial” applications
sourced by process users (e.g.,
parallel spreadsheets);

Information/
Data

The organizational databases;
Statutory reports.

Information/data quality issues;
Omitted information/data.

Figure 2 exemplifies an operational and compliance model. It is an extract of the
organizational process map for the provisioning and metal component maintenance of
our organization.

Fig. 1. The rISk-arounD Framework
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Fig. 2. Modeling workaround risks at process level

Each process in the figure has two lanes as suggested by [2], to specify the formal
process according to ISO 9001 requirements and the informal aspects, which represent
the potential workarounds and its associated risks.

The risks identified at process level were included in a main risk list and each one
evaluated from 1 to 5 as proposed by [19]. Finally, actions were defined to accept (e.g.,
check insurance for “black swans”; change process to adopt the workaround), mitigate
(e.g., minimize risk/workaround probability), or avoid the risk/workaround. For the
example in Fig. 2, (1) the product expedition now requires a quality report that is shipped
with the product, after production manager’s validation and (2) the task inspection (on
the right) becomes integrated in the IT platform used to record timesheets. In some cases,
actions were aimed at eradicating workarounds (e.g., required fields in the IT platform),
in other cases, the organization accepted them but acted to mitigate the risks (e.g., double
checking quality control procedure).

4.5 Evaluating

The purpose of this CAR step is to evaluate the consequences of action taking in the
organizational setting [16], and comparing them to project objectives and expectations.
It was a joint evaluation conducted by researchers and practitioners.

The new models that were developed addressing distinct levels of uncertainty [19,
30] were considered by the client organization as an advance when compared to the
previous practice of identifying risks based on the ISO 9001 (official) process maps.
First, it was simpler to communicate risk-based thinking for the ISO 9001:2015 transi‐
tion. The framework suggests that risks and workarounds are dynamic and require a
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continuous (cyclic) effort. Second, it goes beyond traditional business process flowcharts
(1) addressing strategic and cultural aspects of enterprise-wide risk management,
(2) framing informal processes in risk-based thinking, and (3) highlighting actions to
address risks and also opportunities (e.g., reduce process friction to address the work‐
around practice).

Similarly to risks, it is required to anticipate workarounds and their possible conse‐
quences. Interestingly, it was an enjoyment to the CAR participants when they were
asked to think, express, and deal with ways of “going around” the formal system. We
found three main benefits: (1) increased transparency about the organizational practice;
(2) anticipation of formal process risks that can trigger a workaround decision by process
participants; and (3) reflection about the risks raised by the workaround execution. The
combination of declarative and operational process modeling approaches can provide a
more efficient representation of allowable workarounds.

The participants considered that the project exceeded their expectations and should
continue involving other workers. Moreover, it was considered that the framework has
the potential to contribute for adherence of process documentation (expected model)
and practice (executed model), as required by ISO 9001 standard. Nevertheless, due to
the participatory nature of the proposed approach, it is necessary to identify potential
bias and treats to trustworthiness of the participants’ statements. For example, the team
structure, the sense of hierarchy, and individual goals can influence the participants’
evaluation of risks and workarounds.

5 Discussion

Recalling the five principles suggested by [17] to frame our discussion:

• Principle of the Researcher–Client Agreement. The client and the researchers agreed
that CAR was an appropriated approach to create a new framework and address the
organizational problem of risks and workarounds. The steps of CAR were explained
to the company managers, ensuring that they followed them appropriately [16, 17],
independently of the physical presence of the researchers in the setting. We estab‐
lished weekly goals to simplify team coordination, for example: “identify how model
A can be integrated with model B”; “identify potential workarounds for process C”.
Finally, the organization approved a scientific publication of our results.

• Principle of the Cyclical Process Model. Based on the time constraints of our project,
we considered that one CAR cycle was appropriate to propose and test the enterprise-
wide framework. We also agreed that it was interesting to conduct a second cycle
including process participants. Although we concluded that the guiding framework
would be suitable for that second cycle, new challenges emerge to: (1) promote the
open debate about workarounds that occur in the organization (and managers may
not be aware of); (2) train process participants about rISk-arounD; (3) make them
aware of the potential risks of workarounds; (4) allow them to suggest process
improvements that may avoid, mitigate, or accept risks/workarounds; and (5) foster
a culture of participative enterprise modeling in the entire organization.
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• Principle of Theory. Theory has an important role in CAR to guide the research and
to allow discussion of the findings [46]. The creation of a theoretical frame of refer‐
ence allowed us to promote a shared understanding about CAR and the recommen‐
dations for participative enterprise modeling. Moreover, it provided us the starting
point to integrate and improve existing models that were independently built for risks
and workarounds. It was an opportunity to compare the gaps between models and
practices, according to the managers’ perspective and literature guidance.

Several studies adopted action research for enterprise modeling, providing contri‐
butions to understand the modeling process and the use of specific methods, for example
[47]. However, few studies addressed the role of theory in CAR for the creation of high-
level frameworks with the participation of organizational users. We advocate that theory
can have a central role in participative enterprise modeling for:

– Diagnosing. We provided a selection of articles about the problem domain to organ‐
izational managers, facilitating their active participation from early stages of the
project. Interesting debates emerged when managers compared the papers’ conclu‐
sions with their own experience.

– Action planning. The understanding of the problem from a theoretical viewpoint
facilitated our plan. Practitioners understood the requirements of the approach and
the need of a gradual approach to the problem. Moreover, they realized the difficulty
to achieve immediate results in risk-based thinking because we could not find a
framework that included all the components required for our models.

– Action taking. Theory guided our actions in practice. We must be aware that
researchers are not always present in the research setting, therefore, it is important
to empower all the practitioners with the theoretical foundations to conduct (and
document) action appropriately, reflecting about the theory and daily practice.

– Evaluating. The outcomes of this research were constantly evaluated by researchers
and practitioners according to the lens of the literature review previously conducted.

– Specifying learning: Sharing a guiding framework among enterprise modeling partic‐
ipants is an opportunity to (1) promote organizational learning (e.g., “now I under‐
stand why model A has the component B”; “now I see why our risk list was scarce
and ineffective for process Z: the majority of risks were hidden in multiple work‐
arounds”) and (2) compare the advances with current practice. The opinion that
managers had about scientific projects significantly improved after CAR, according
to them, due to the possibility to combine their immediate interest with scientific
advances.

– Principle of Change through Action

Action taking addressed risks and workarounds in the processes of the organization.
Therefore, we improved the organization readiness for ISO 9001:2015. The major
changes occurred in the organizational risk plans, in process maps, and in IT improve‐
ment. The new risks that emerged from the models evaluation resulted in changes to the
production and commercial modules of the company’s IT systems. Additional controls
were included in IT and a new mobile app was developed to assist the component repair
process illustrated in Figure 2.
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• Principle of Learning through Reflection. The framework is a result of joint reflection
by researchers and practitioners. We learned about the benefits of participative enter‐
prise modeling and deepened the analysis of our findings in the current discussion
section.

We found advantages in a layered approach to address risks and workarounds, not
strictly addressing business processes (level 3 in [19]; level 2 in [21]), usually evaluated
at the operational level and according to its “formal” description of expected sequence.
ISO 9001 involves cultural aspects [4, 27] aiming at a culture focused on customer
satisfaction, improvement, and involvement of people in quality efforts. Enterprise-wide
modeling must address informal business processes and the overall principles of the
organization to capture the complexity of routines [44].

Dealing with risks and workarounds is a continuous effort, not limited to a single
modeling project. Moreover, there are social aspects that advise a gradual implementation
of the framework in daily practice. An open discussion about workarounds and risks is not
straightforward: we are also dealing with compliance issues when we acknowledge that
reality does not follow the legal or standard procedure. A possible behavior would be to
deny workarounds and assume that organizations always act according to what they think,
trusting that they are always capable of doing the most difficult thing in the world. We
argue that workarounds are natural elements in the “ways of working” [27] of organiza‐
tions and the rISk-arounD framework can contribute to finding improvement opportuni‐
ties at different levels: global; organizational; operational and compliance. A culture of
participative enterprise modeling can contribute to the progress of risk-based thinking.

6 Conclusions

We presented the development of an enterprise-wide framework to deal with risks and
workarounds, capturing formal and (informal) “shadow” practices. The setting was an
ISO 9001-certified metalworking SME that is preparing the transition for the new ISO
9001:2015 version. We discussed a scenario that aimed at (1) fostering a culture of
participative enterprise modeling [3]; (2) with the creation of a guiding framework for
risk-based thinking (and acting); (3) adopting it in practice with simple models. We used
canonical action research that has synergies with participative enterprise modeling. It is
necessary to consider five interrelated dimensions in an enterprise-wide risk framework,
namely context, people, process, IT, and information/data. We confirmed the benefits
of integrating workarounds in risk-based thinking to overcome the limitation of formal
defined processes, which can bias the analysis of potential risks to the “visible” parts of
the models.

To our knowledge, rISk-arounD is the first guiding framework in the scope of ISO
9001:2015 (planned to be released in late 2015) that integrates risks and workarounds.
However, there are limitations to take into consideration. First, the framework is inspired
in specific references, other models could be used. Second, we propose a high-level
representation that was considered suitable for this SME, but the scenario may differ in
organizations with increased modeling maturity. Nevertheless, our results can provide
guidance in the initial steps of risk modeling. Third, the artifacts were built with simple
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tools, accessible to all the project participants, however, the representation and visual‐
ization of models that result from the framework can be improved with IT support. Forth,
the project team only included managers but other process participants can participate.
Fifth, the positive results in this socio-technical setting must be cautiously evaluated due
to the potential risk of the Hawthorn effect, suggesting that the observed participants
behavior could be “related only to the special social situation and social treatment they
received” [48].

Future work can involve distinct sectors and more complex scenarios, for example
in the highly regulated food industry, for which we already have planned interventions.
It would be important to extend our study with additional standards, for example the
ISO 31000. The rISk-arounD framework can be adopted to improve modeling methods
and languages or to develop new models to deal with uncertainty. Although the rISk-
arounD can provide methodical guidance on the steps and sources to integrated modeling
of risks and workarounds, the development of new artifacts to assist organizational
practice can improve the transferability of our results. A second CAR cycle will address
these open issues and involve process participants in the reflection about their potential
workarounds, risks, and consequences.
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